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Wilberforce Chambers

CAYMAN CONFERENCE 2014
WITH

DRINKS RECEPTION AND BBQ

Tuesday 23rd September, 2014
The Ritz Carlton, Seven Mile Beach
Start: 4.15pm - 5.30pm
Members of Wilberforce Chambers are delighted to invite you to our afternoon conference on
Tuesday 23rd September. The seminar sessions are listed below and the aim is to provide hand-out notes
and cover key issues on each topic which will present opportunities for questions and general discussion.
Following the conference we would be delighted if you could join us for drinks reception and
BBQ buffet dinner on Seven Mile Beach 5.30pm.
Topic 1
Derivative actions – offshore companies
and litigation in other jurisdictions

Topic 4
Aspects of a bank’s liability on receipt of
money claimed by a third party

Topic 2
Dishonestly assisting in a
breach of fiduciary duty: recent
developments and practical points

Topic 5
The latest word from the English Court
of Appeal on Freezing Injunctions

Topic 3
Joint ventures and fiduciary duties

Speakers:

Lawrence Cohen QC
Terence Mowschenson QC
John Wardell QC
Tom Lowe QC
Graeme Halkerston
Jonathan Hilliard
Andrew Mold
James McCreath

RSVP
To book a place on this conference please email your full contact details to Naomi Shogbola on nshogbola@wilberforce.co.uk
or telephone us on +44 (0)207 306 0102.
Please also let us know if you will be joining us for the evening BBQ buffet dinner and drinks reception too,
you are welcome to bring a guest please also email us their details.
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Topic 1
Derivative actions – offshore companies
and litigation in other jurisdictions

Topic 4
Aspects of a bank’s liability on receipt of money
claimed by a third party

—D
 erivative actions are becoming more common in
jurisdictions other than the place of incorporation
— Derivative claims brought by shareholders in BVI and
Cayman companies have been reviewed in recent cases
in the US, England and Hong Kong
— A review of the legal issues in derivative actions involving
foreign companies, contrasting Cayman and BVI
companies and considering forum non conveniens issues

—	Defence - Have the banks changed their position?
Bavins Junior and Sims v London and South Western
Bank [1900] 1 QB 270
—	Proprietary claim – The nature of notice: Sinclair
Investments (UK) Ltd v Versailles Trade Finance Ltd
[2012] Ch 453
—	Knowing receipt, inconsistent dealing and dishonest
assistance and the nature of the knowledge required to
be liable or exonerated
—	The effect of a breach of money laundering regulations
by the bank

Topic 2
Dishonestly assisting in a breach of fiduciary
duty: recent developments and practical points
—W
 hich breaches of fiduciary duty count apart from
breaches of trust?
— What remedies are available? Novoship (UK) Limted
(2014) and beyond
— Limitation (Williams v Central Bank of Nigeria (2014))
— Other means of attack
— Remedies against the fiduciaries themselves and how
this ties in with the remedies against the assister

Topic 5
The latest word from the English Court of Appeal on
Freezing Injunctions
—C
 larifying when assets held by a third party are caught by
the injunction
— The position of shareholders who can influence the
management of a company
— The correct test for damages pursuant to the crossundertaking

Topic 3
Joint ventures and fiduciary duties
—	The features generating fiduciary duties in JVs and other
relationships outside the usual situations of trustees or
financial managers;
—	How fiduciary duties meld into the particular relationship
and contractual framework;
— The resources used to tackle problems

BOOKING INFORMATION
For further information and details on how to arrange any of these seminars for your firm, please email
Naomi Shogbola nshogbola@wilberforce.co.uk or telephone us on +44 (0)207 306 0102

Speakers
Lawrence Cohen QC
Lawrence’s experience centres on complex, cross-border and high-value commercial chancery
cases, often with an offshore or international element. He regularly advises and appears in litigation
for high net worth individuals and families.
Lawrence’s background in structuring and insolvency, as well as offshore trusts and vehicles,
has been invaluable in recent years during the difficulties experienced in global financial markets.
Lawrence is ranked as a leading silk in the recent edition of Chambers Global and Chambers
& Partners, and. is described as an “intellectual powerhouse” who always remains “calm and
measured” and “provides definitive answers to difficult questions” with “a gift for coming up
with particularly innovative and creative solutions.”

Terence Mowschenson QC
Terence specialises in company, insolvency and banking and financial services matters. Recent
cases include appearing for the Orient Express Group in Bermuda and successfully arguing that
under Bermuda Company law a publicly quoted company could be controlled by its wholly owned
subsidiary, and for the liquidators of Lehman Bros International Ltd in their successful application
for leave to distribute $19 billion.
Terence is a deputy High Court Judge sitting in the Queen’s Bench and Chancery Divisions and
in the Administrative Court. He is also a part time judge of the Financial Services and Markets
Act Tribunal and Pensions Tribunal. He is a qualified mediator and Fellow of the Chartered Institute
of Arbitrators.

John Wardell QC
John has a broad based commercial litigation practice. He is regularly involved in complex fraud
claims, many of which involve company law issues.
Recent cases (2014) include acting for the claimant in a $60 million claim arising out of the
failure to honour the terms of a share sale agreement relating to the sale of shares in a company
which was the ultimate owner of two Russian banks, and representing the Defendants in relation
to a multi-million pound shareholders’ dispute between the shareholders of FiCall (Apex Global
Management Limited v FiCall Limited and Others.
John is consistently ranked as a leading silk in Chambers & Partners, where he has been described
as “an outstanding advocate”, “wonderful on his feet” and a “tower of strength”.

Speakers
Tom Lowe QC
Tom has acted in numerous reported and high-profile cases in a wide range of cross-border
disputes, and has applied his advocacy before a large variety of tribunals in a number of
different jurisdictions.
Tom’s main areas of expertise are insolvency, trusts and probate. He has had to apply this
knowledge in cases in which the primary focus might be as diverse as fraud, professional
negligence, financial services, a shareholder dispute or even judicial review.
He has acted for a variety of different parties in hedge fund disputes. Recent examples of his cases
include in the Cayman Islands Bear Stearns, Re Sphinx, AHAB v SAAD, Re Medley Opportunity
Fund, in Bermuda Kingate Global Fund v Kingate Management Ltd and in the UK Kaupthing v Isis.
Tom has also been involved in a number of leading trust and probate cases. Reported examples of
which include Walker v Stones in the UK; Re A v N and Re Circle Trust in the Cayman Islands and
Wang Din Shan v Nina Wang in Hong Kong.
He is described in the legal directories as an “extremely impressive and intelligent advocate who
always sees the big picture”.

Graeme Halkerston
Described by Chambers and Partners as having “vast strength and experience in offshore matters”
Graeme has wide ranging experience of disputes involving hedge funds, private equity structures,
corporate joint ventures and other alternative investment vehicles.
He has written and spoken widely on legal issues affecting the offshore jurisdictions, and has
regularly provided expert evidence on offshore issues in both the courts of England and the United
States. He also undertakes professional liability work, particularly in relation to claims associated
with financial services, including claims against directors, auditors, investment managers and other
professional service providers.

Jonathan Hilliard
Jonathan was recently listed as one of the 10 stars of the junior commercial and chancery
Bar in Legal Week, and was described as “absolutely brilliant: lots of brain power, –impresses
solicitors and silks alike”. He had previously been listed as one of the 10 future stars of the
Bar in The Times, who commented that “he has it all – no wonder he’s in demand”.
He has a broad trusts and commercial practice, spending much of his time on high-value
trust, commercial and pension trust disputes, often with significant offshore elements.
Over the past year he has been involved in a considerable number of large offshore trust, fiduciary,
fraud and asset-tracing disputes across a range of jurisdictions. His litigation often takes him into
other areas of law, and he has significant experience of cases with insolvency, regulatory, family
and public law elements. He also has a significant advisory practice across this spectrum of work.

Speakers
Andrew Mold
Andrew’s practice covers general commercial and chancery work, with a particular emphasis
on private and commercial trusts, fiduciary relationships, fraud, company and financial services.
He is frequently instructed on interlocutory matters, often in the context of freezing injunctions
and jurisdiction disputes. Andrew has worked extensively abroad and has been admitted to the
Bar of the Cayman Islands on an ad hoc basis for several cases. Together with Tom Lowe QC
Andrew represented the successful Hurlstone parties before the Grand Court in Sagicor (Cayman)
v Crawford Adjustors & Hurlstone.
He is ranked as a leading barrister in a number of areas in Chambers & Partners and has been
described as a “star in the making” who provides “a remarkable intellectual contribution to a
case” producing “superb work” and someone “who thinks beyond the questions put to him”
and is “incredibly easy to deal with”.

James McCreath
James has a broad practice covering commercial and traditional chancery work. Many of
the cases James is involved in have an international element or involve proceedings in several
different jurisdictions.
He has appeared at all levels up to and including the Court of Appeal as an advocate, and up to
and including the Supreme Court as junior counsel. James’ practice is balanced between advisory
and litigious work. While he relishes going to Court, he is experienced in alternative dispute
resolution, and greatly enjoys the tactical challenges of achieving clients’ objectives without
recourse to the risks of trial.

Management Team
Nick Luckman
Nick “has developed a very strong following as one of the most switched-on and thoughtful
practice directors at the Bar today” (Chambers & Partners). He works closely with the
Management Board and clerking team to deliver a high level of service to all our clients. He is
responsible for instigating and delivering agreed business strategies; maintaining and developing
client relationships as well as managing and leading the clerking team. Nick studied Management
at Reading University and is a full member of the Legal Practice Managers Association (LPMA).
He is also a member of INSOL.

Mark Rushton
Mark is responsible for the overall management of the clerking team and works closely with
the Team Leaders focusing on the development of the all the barristers’ practices, management
of barristers’ diaries, fee negotiation, client service and business development. Mark also assists
the senior management team in the development and implementation of our chambers’ strategic
business plan and he plays a key role in managing and developing client relationships both in the
UK and offshore.

Naomi Shogbola
Naomi has a degree in Marketing and Advertising from the University of the Arts London
(LCC). She manages the Marketing of Chambers including all the external and internal events
which includes running conferences in the UK and internationally. Naomi also works closely
with the clerking team in regards to developing client relationships and identifying business
development opportunities.

Wilberforce
Wilberforce Chambers is highly ranked in all the major legal directories and quoted as
“A powerhouse at the London Bar”. With 52 barristers, including 22 QCs, we have the
resources to provide top quality advice and representation at all levels. Our barristers
appear in all courts in the UK, and arbitral tribunals in the UK and Internationally.
As a recognised top tier International and Offshore Chambers, our barristers also have
experience advising and appearing in Singapore, Hong Kong, the Cayman Islands, the
Bahamas, Bermuda, the British Virgin Islands, Gibraltar, the Isle of Man, the Turks & Caicos
Islands and the Court of the Dubai International Finance Centre. Members also provide
advice and litigation support in offshore jurisdictions such as Jersey and Guernsey.
Areas of Expertise include:
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Arbitration
Banking and Financial Services
Commercial Dispute Resolution
Company
Construction
Fraud & Asset Tracing
Insolvency
Joint Venture and Partnership Disputes
Professional Liability
Property
Regulatory & Associated Public Law
Trusts
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